
Maximize uptime and improve 
resiliency with Astreya’s Managed 
Network Services. 

For today’s rapidly evolving hybrid networks, Astreya’s Managed Network 
Services is as innovative as the technology itself. We o�er a comprehensive 
range of managed services to support the most complex and demanding 
hybrid-IT network infrastructures.

Managing and operating a hybrid network or data center involves many 
integrated activities, including maintaining equipment and systems, training, 
and capacity management for power and cooling. These diverse activities 
have one thing in common; they need experienced, right-skilled personnel. 
And that’s precisely where Astreya comes in.
  
Astreya provides solutions to support complex hybrid network infrastructures.  
We focus on data centers and cloud and cloud-centered strategies to design and 
seamlessly align your infrastructure to the next generation of cloud computing.
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Astreya represents a strategy to address the growing demand for 
right-skilled Data Center Engineers with the ability to scale these 
resources when and where you need them. Astreya’s Data Center 
Management solutions are designed to deliver faster, more 
cost-e�ective and secure data-center capabilities. 

DATA CENTER

Keeping your organization connected is the key to their productivity 
and the sole focus of Astreya’sComplete Network Support services.
Our flexible options allow you to select precisely the services you 
need including engineering design,c ircuit provisioning, edge 
operations and network operations.

NETWORK

Ensure a securely connected and 
productive organization



Astreya is where IT 
infrastructure reveals 
itself as a competitive
business strategy. 

We’re proud to be a part of the modern IT 

service delivery movement and even 

prouder of the companies making this 

journey with us.

Company IT infrastructure is moving from the closet to 
sophisticated data centers. This is not an overnight shift, but 
an evolutionary change in thinking how we deliver services to 
our customers and to the business.

Data center use has shifted from simple servers to enabling 
hybrid digital infrastructures. You require new applications 
to interact with customers, manage supply chains, process 
transactions, and analyze market trends. Astreya’s o�ers 
specialized support for evolving data center technology to 
improve its availability, reduce costs, optimize performance 
and oversee long-term health.
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About Astreya
Astreya is a new kind of Managed IT services provider. 
We o�er modern information technology, business, and 
hyperautomation solutions that help today’s growing companies 
tackle growing IT challenges with relevant, innovative, and 
cost-e�ective approaches. Astreya is a privately held, profitable, 
and growing company headquartered in San Jose, California, in 
Silicon Valley's heart. We have grown to serve customers in 35 
countries. We employ a network of more than 700+ talented IT 
and support professionals worldwide.

Let’s get started
The time is now to provide the highest level of end-user 
satisfaction to your organization. We’d be honored at the 
opportunity to assess your IT support challenges and with an 
innovative, productivity-focused solution. Visit our website at 
astreya.com, email us at sales@astreya.com, or call us at  
1 800.224.1117. 
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